Abstract--Considering the high reflectivity of metal components and the difficulty of binocular stereo matching, to obtain the diameter of the mounting hole accurately, this paper presents a effective measurement scheme, based on epipolar-line constraint algorithm for binocular stereo vision and the theory of direct least square method. First of all, using Canny edge detection operator to extract the sub-pixel contours of mounting holes, which can be obtained from the gray image capture of left and right camera; with Turkey weight function fitting ellipse, reducing the influence of outliers to get a better fitting precision; The line laser, which is used for searching for feature points, moves in a fixed direction and scans in the field, in order to determine the center of the laser strip accurately. This article, combining extreme value method and gray-gravity method, shows a strategy, which can determine the effective range of computing automatically. Based on the geometric characteristics of the circular space, we can get the radius of mounting holes and the coordinates of the center point of the circular hole. It proves that the method can be implemented with a strong and high accuracy by multi group experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In precision machining, the accurate extraction of mounting-holes parameters has very important meaning for the assembly of parts. The traditional detection for mounting holes is using conventional measuring tool to measure, such as vernier caliper, etc. And the use of conventional measuring tool will not only bring large comprehensive error ,but also cause low measurement efficiency. Considering the above reasons that the high reflectivity of metal components and binocular stereo matching is difficult, this paper uses laser scanning the mounting hole, captures more groups of the laser stripe and holes intersecting images, and then regards the intersections between the laser stripe and hole as matching feature points. By the principle of parallax, the contours of mounting holes can be obtained. With the feature of point cloud processing, can obtain higher accuracy of mounting hole's measuring radius. We can understand the measurement principle as shown in Fig.1 . The mounting holes are placed in the field of binocular vision system. The line laser moves in a fixed direction. 
II. THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
A. The principle of binocular stereo vision Binocular-stereo-vision measurement is based on the principle of parallax, by the principle of triangulation for 3-D information acquisition. In other words, it consists of two camera-image planes or a single plane in different position and the object to form a triangle. If known the position relationship between the two cameras, we can get the threedimensional coordinates of feature points in the public view. In Fig.2 , the epipolar standard geometry is displayed as viewed along the direction of the axis of the images, i.e. the y axis of the camera coordinate system [1] . The depth of w P is quite naturally defined as its z coordinate in the camera coordinate system. Using the similar triangle principle, it's not difficult to determine the three-dimensional coordinates of spatial points by parallax image [2] . Assuming that the y-coordinate of homologous image point l P and r P is r , according to the principle, Can be obtained: 
B. The extraction of the laser stripe center
In the visual system, the laser beam is generated by a pointlight source, modulated by a cylindrical lens, and the modulation is expanded into a continuous laser plane that has a certain thickness. The laser plane intersects the object surface, resulting in the laser stripe, a high pixel line that has a constant width. Its cross-sectional intensity fits Gaussian distribution [3] as shown in Fig.3 , the mathematical expression is:
In (2), A is the height of the curve, i.e. the amplitude, V is the standard deviation, representing the span of the curve; P is the mean, that is the center of the laser stripe. The core of the extremum method is to scan the row (column) of image sequentially, using the characteristics that the center of the light stripe is located in the cross-section of gray at the zero-order maxima, and the stripes in the grey value of the biggest point is defined as the center of the laser stripe [4] ; the gray-gravity method is based on the cross-section on a range of grey value, along the row (column) to determine the weight to take the gray light strip center [5] , this method can locate the light center of the Gaussian distribution more accurately. Combining extreme value method and gray-gravity method, we use extremum method to find the position of the maximum value max Y , and intercept the extreme value of each k points, then use 2 1 k points to calculate the gray Center:
, C is the center of the light stripe in Row (Column) i. In theory, with the increase of k , the accuracy of the algorithm is improved. There is a lot of noise in the low gray area as shown in Fig.4 , in order to guarantee the larger k value and reduce the influence of noise, this paper puts forward a method to improve the accuracy, determine the larger k value firstly, and then put forward a searching strategy for effective range to determine the final calculation interval. This method can reduce the influence of noise on center extraction, and ensure the high extraction accuracy, too. z Determining the row position of maximum described as imaxR and imaxL respectively by using the extreme maximum method;
z Intercepting k points respectively at left and right sides of the position of maximum, the search ends are imaxL-k and imaxR+k respectively;
, finding the position of the discrete gray value which is closest to the initial threshold respectively, and taking it as the starting point of the left and right search;
z Within the search range, searching the two sides one by one from the start point respectively;
z Storing the extreme points on both sides, If there are extreme points, take maximum value of extreme points on the two sides as the final threshold respectively, and determines discrete points that are nearest to threshold final within search range as the center of the light stripe space. If there are no extreme points, take [imaxL, imaxR] as computation interval of the center of the light strip;
z According to the gray-gravity method, calculating center of the laser stripe by using the corresponding gray value within computation interval.
By the above process, the extraction results as shown in Fig.5 . 
C. C ircular hole edge detection and ellipse fitting
In order to extract the contour of the mounting hole accurately and reduce the interference of the measuring environment to the image of the light stripe, the image needs to be processed by median filter to remove salt and pepper noise and preserve the useful light feature information firstly. And the Canny edge detection operator is used to extract the contour of the mounting hole to effectively balance the relationship between noise interference and edge point location.
For the extracted edge least squares fitting, the ellipse can be described as a two order implicit polynomial [6] [ , , , , ]
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, the above minimization problem can be solved by using the generalized characteristic system:
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In the above formula, C is the constraint matrix, D is the decision matrix. 
This is the only feature of generalized eigenvalues of the system parameters of feature vector corresponding to the desired. Least square method is used in the square distance, so the distance between the fitting line and the point in the optimization process will have a very large weight. In order to mitigate the impact of isolated points, this paper uses the iterative fitting scheme of Tukey weight function to ignore the outliers [7] . 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As shown in Fig.7 , the straight line fitted by the center of the laser strip and the ellipse fitted by the mounting hole are respectively the two points. The spatial coordinates of the corresponding feature points can be determined by the principle of parallax [8] . The fitting hole radius is obtained by fitting to the points of space: r=5.092mm, the position of the center of the mounting hole is (9.461, -0.510, 21.826) in the camera coordinate system. By the experimental results knowable, we can know this algorithm can control the extraction of the mounting hole error within 2%, which obtains high accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSION
The measurement scheme has strong implementation, and it is not easy to be influenced by the environment. In binocular stereo vision measurement, the edge of the circular hole has the texture information that is not obvious, and the feature points are difficult to search, which leads to the problem of high matching error rate. This paper presents the method of taking the intersection point between the line laser and the mounting hole as the feature points, and makes full use of the geometric characteristic of the space circle to fit the coordinate of center and the radius of the circular hole. After multiple sets of tests to verify, it's confirmed that the method is convenient, practical and more flexible, and it has high accuracy for positioning the center of circular hole. The method has a reference value for the engineering measurement of the geometric parameters of the circular hole.
